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on the other hand, with the non-official servers, for example, when a reload is not possible for whatever
reason, a system or network error, or if the player deliberately or otherwise presses the exit button, the
equivalent of a global exception will be triggered on the layer and the layer will not be able to handle it.

the layer is therefore not able to take any action, such as returning back to the main menu. a beta version
of the game was playable at gamescom 2014. version 1.22 of the game was released on september 12,

2014. it contained bug fixes, balance tweaks, and optimizations to the server performance. the most
important bug fixed in this update was the inconsistent server memory allocation, which significantly

improved the game's performance. the next beta update (1.23), released on december 2, 2014, improved
graphical features and removed the ability to move the camera by the mouse wheel. [6] a public beta for

the game was released on december 2, 2014. while it was not officially released, the server was taken
offline due to memory issues. the beta was only to test the server side mechanics as other aspects of the
game were not complete and not intended to be part of the final release. [7] despite this, the game was

released on october 2, 2015. [8] as a result, the servers were merged into the production servers without
any effort to change the maps. patch 1.28 was released on may 5, 2016. it contains bug fixes and

optimizations and it fixes the concern about the ps4's ram requirement. several maps have had their
requirements re-assessed and changed, requiring all ps4 players to re-download these maps. [9]
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the player is then briefed by his superiors, who state that an enemy who placed a c4 on the extraction
zone also planted listening devices in the vehicles, so they must be parked away from the extraction area
for the trip back. the player is then led back to the extraction zone, where they find a truck with the two
members of team 3. they are then driven to camp holcomb, where the other extraction team are waiting
for them. after a brief debriefing, they take a small plane and are flown back to the extraction zone. the

clients can connect to the dedicated servers via a vpn or the automatic matchmaking function in the
client. automatic matchmaking requires a server join and is enforced by a firewall rule. results are limited

to the database that a player is signed into, and is shown to other connected players. with automatic
matchmaking, players can join servers that are up and running without leaving the client. servers are

matched by availability and player count. if you prefer to join a specific server, you must manually add
the server to the client. once a server is in the client, the server is then added to the list of available

servers to join. if you are a fpp or ftb player, you are able to play on the dedicated servers of the above
mentioned providers, though the countries and game modes are restricted. you will need to play by invite

(as you would do with a regular client), but this does mean that you have no automatic matchmaking.
procon allows the player to join special requirements of a single-player or multiplayer battlefield

installation with just one click. for example, from the dedicated squad tab, you can instantly add to, join,
or create a squad to a single-player or multiplayer battlefield game. this is particularly useful when

returning to a single-player game from a multiplayer game or vice versa. 5ec8ef588b
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